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With each one of her creations, Duffy successfully confronts traditional representations of men and women,
particularly as she shows many frequently misrepresented females within literature, portraying them as newly
powerful and prevailing. Sisyphus, Mrs. Faust , pop culture e. It is a reverse of traditional hierarchical gender
constructions, where woman now presents the qualitative superior being. Samson asking Delilah to teach him
how to care does not only point towards the apparent lack entailed by ideas of masculinity, but it confirms that
caring can be learned, which means that it is not necessarily or naturally attached to women or unattainable by
men. She was believed to be the mother of all gods and her blood standing for menstruation blood had the
power to create as well as destroy. Consequently gossiping women were "the focus of much male anxiety"
Normally, Red Riding Hood is na? Not only do they fall back on old myths which obviously need a redo from
women's perspective but both see the need for women to speak in order to change their situation and to refuse
subjection It does not allow for individual feelings or thoughts but echoes conventional standards of
behaviour. Most poems in the volume question the representation of men and women as well as a number of
male deeds which have advanced to beacons of western culture, but some others go even a step further to
question the assumption of there being natural male and female subjects. Towards the end of the poem the
rhyming couplets become softer and reveal her changing emotions, she once felt angered and still does but her
feelings of rage have developed into sadness and longing for her husband. Sisyphus but in case of Darwin's
groundbreaking evolution theory she is also revealed as the initiator, since her joking remark is dated five
years ahead of the appearance of his theory. An exchange of experiences might induce identification and in
this way create a common ground. According to Foucault historiography or knowledge in general is closely
connected to power. Quasimodo, Pygmalion's Bride , victims Salome, Circe. The first feature, though, is
predominant in Duffy's poems. The first chapter therefore deals with a general overview of gender conceptions
constructed in and through the poems. Even though Duffy questions traditional conceptions of men and
women and their relationships with each other, she maintains a binary gender structure. Apparently, it is
harder for society to accept a demonic female than it would be to accept a male one. Teresisas likewise
undermines biological essentialisms. Icarus , not quite as cunning as women Mrs. Your time is important.
Apart from some exceptions like Pope Joan or Demeter, who are nobody's wives, the poems are mainly
written from the perspectives of imaginary or real wives, lovers, or counterparts to aforesaid "heroes". Duffy is
using Eliot's bitter classification of female spite, ignorance and superficiality and turns it into something
positive. All of these poems feature male characters or references to them. Soon the light hearted self pity
turns to miserable anger after her husbands betrayal. I said to Him - Something about that Chimpanzee over
there reminds me of you. The sympathy Duffy creates in her readers allows the poems to take a lighter tone
and suggests possible humour in places. Historical material has always been scarce but in regard to women it
is almost non- existent. By dedicating her entire book the voice of women who have gone unnoticed for so
many years she directly opposes the idea that masculinity has dominated history, fiction and myth. Elvis , and
others. Duffy purposefully modifies the outcome to depict the literal assumption that women are happier
without men, inspired by her personal life which, in fact, is jubilant without a man. Yet there are more
harmonious depictions, too. Initially gossip refered to female friends and helpers at the christening of another
woman's child. New Women. As already mentioned, I think the poems weave their own web of femininity.
The volume creates an atmosphere of a female gathering, which is reminiscent of former meeting places like
the spinning room, where women used to pass their time with storytelling while spinning wool. Or so one is
made to believe in retrospection. Faust, Eurydice , lascivious Mrs. To a great extent this is done by an ironic
and mocking undertone, which reveals some male achievements and experiences as being utterly ridiculous.
Related Papers. This presents the reader with a very powerful, masculine image, portraying men as dominating
and consuming. More recurrent is the explicit and implicit use of "you": "You might ask why" p.


